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Project description: 

Are you interested in learning more about epigenetics while at the same time enriching your CV with key data science 
skills? This exciting project focuses on computational models and experimental tests of how fathers in the cricket 
Gryllus bimaculatus can pass on nongenetic information to their offspring, particularly when this information has a 
time‐dependent component.     

An accumulating number of studies have shown that experiences during early life can have long‐lasting phenotypic 
consequences for the next generation. However, the impact of any experience depends on the particular timing at 
which it occurred during the life course, hinting at the existence of sensitive windows. How long do these sensitive 
windows last? What molecular mechanisms mediate them? These questions are to be addressed in this 
interdisciplinary project, where we look at developmental windows of sensitivity in males and their effects in offspring.    

Using in vivo experiments combined with state‐of‐the‐art‐omics techniques you will test how developmental stimuli 
experienced by males at a series of different time points affect small RNA profiles in their sperm. Subsequently, we 
will also test how male sensitive windows affects phenotypes and small RNA profiles in their offspring. Experimental 
in vivo and genomics work will be complemented by evolutionary modelling to assess how sensitive windows vary 
with an organism's life history. The project will provide fundamental novel insights into the mechanisms underlying 
sensitivity to early‐life environments, which has not only implications for the developmental origins of health and 
disease in humans, but also gives us much‐needed insight into the mechanisms that underlie phenotypic plasticity.    

During the project you will obtain interdisciplinary training in a range of techniques that are highly sought‐after by 
employers in academia and industry, including experimental in vivo skills, molecular techniques, programming in R 
and Python and bioinformatics. You will be based in rapidly growing, friendly and inclusive department and benefit 
from the complementary expertise of a multidisciplinary team with expertise in biomedicine, mathematical modeling 
and evolutionary ecology. 


